
Johannes Brahms--16 Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 9 

This is a challenging, deeply felt work whose history is every bit as dark as its musical realization.  Three intimate relationships 

are the life-blood of the Variations: that of Johannes Brahms and Clara Schumann, that of Robert Schumann and Clara, and that 

of Brahms and Robert Schumann.  Brahms was a young, blossoming composer in his early 20s who had only recently begun 

experiencing success with his music—this was largely due to the Schumanns and their promotion, advice, and mentoring—not an 

easy feat, with 8 children to care for and countless other musical obligations.  To see then the mental deterioration of Robert, the 

suffering of his wife, and finally the suicide attempt which lead to Robert’s internment in an asylum must have been a terrible 

blow to Brahms.  He responded by taking a theme of Robert’s (Op. 99 Bunte Blatter) and writing 16 variations on it—

and dedicating this work to Clara.  

Theme 

The simplicity of the theme belies a resigned sadness.  It is cast (as most of the variations will be) in an A-B-A form. 

Variation I 

The theme appears in the left hand, with ghost-like right hand sonorities penetrating into the highest registers of the keyboard.  

Variation II 

A syncopated variation whose right hand is weeping and vocal, and whose left hand is strict, rhythmic, and direct.  The music 

here is laden with sighing suspensions which Brahms will continue to implement to great effect in later variations. 

Variation III 

The left hand again takes the theme.  The right hand is more restless—its triplet figures end on unresolved suspensions which are 

deeply expressive; Brahms begins to venture further away from the harmonic plan of the theme. 

Variation IV 

A long, singing melody takes shape above an accompaniment which pulses steadily beneath.  

Variation V 

A sudden interruption, marked Allegro capriccioso.  Octaves and double-notes jump and scamper frantically across the keyboard, 

coming to rest, only to suddenly dart back out again.  Repeated two-chord groups build in resonance to a thundering climax. 

Variation VI 



A climactic point—the intensity and impassioned feeling of this variation are audible from the first two brutal chords, and a great 

deal of anger and frustration are vocalized throughout.  The middle section contains frightening leaps in both hands (in opposite 

directions) which lead to a climactic and hair-raising possibility of harmonic escape (C major—a tritone away from the home-

key, for those interested in theory), but it succumbs to a magnetic and doubly emphatic pull back to the traumatic minor key. 

Variation VII 

The wounds and confusion which were so vehemently thrown up in variation VI are here contemplated with a bleak, isolated 

despair.  Chords in the treble punctuated with painful silences are answered by chords in the bass; the variation comes to rest on 

the same harmonic possibility as seen previously (G7 to C major), but this is futile; the music switches to 3/4time, as if 

attempting to escape the painful world by dropping a beat. 

Variation VIII 

Some have noted here some similarities with Schubert Lieder—the theme is again vocal and expressive above an oscillating left 

hand heartbeat.  Something very interesting harmonically occurs at the very end of this variation—for the first time, the music 

comes to rest on F-sharp major. 

Variation IX 

An ephemeral and ghost-like variation, marked Schnell (Fast) with darting cascades of notes which scamper eerily up and down 

the keyboard.  The theme is heard amongst these cold swirls of notes, in the middle register of the keyboard. 

Variation X 

Along with Variation XI, this variation was written after the others, and inserted by Brahms only before publication.  Bar 13 

quotes Clara Schumann’s theme (from Robert Schumann’s Impromptus [No. 1, bar 17])—the most immediately audible 

difference is in this variation’s key—it is in a hopeful D major.  The manuscript bears the subtitle “Roses and Heliotrope have 

bloomed”—the meaning of this is obscure, but some have conjectured Brahms meant it as a kind of homage to Robert, in that 

both he and Clara had blossomed, like flowers, because of the love of Robert.  If this is true, it is all the more sad, in light of 

Robert’s not-far-off suicide.  Emotionally, I find this to be heart of the entire work. 

Variation XI 

This variation is a beautiful, brief transitional point—its gentle, rocking texture seems retrospective of the intense, heartfelt 

emotions of its predecessor (much like 6 and 7 pair). 

Variation XII 



A final stretch must be traversed—this variation and the one which follows are stark, strange, and a little scary.  Similar to 

compositional procedures of Robert Schumann, Brahms takes a rhythmically “playful” figure but gives it an uncomfortable, 

unpredictable character. 

Variation XIII 

Some hear Schumann’s famous Toccata in the figuration of this variation, but if it is related, it is again infused with an entirely 

different character.  A nocturnal, creepy atmosphere is evoked by the double-note quivering—the theme is nowhere to be found, 

only the shadow of its harmonic torso. 

Variation XIV 

The music emerges into a stylized world of the Baroque, and becomes more expressive in the process.  A two-voice contrapuntal 

lament sings above a pointillistic left hand accompaniment, marked staccato e leggiero. 

Variation XV 

The penultimate variation is perched on the edge of a release of all the tension which has preceded—the key is again major, but it 

is G-flat major (the ultimate transformation would be to F-sharp major).  A beautiful canon in sixths is heard amidst a warm, 

rippling texture, which builds to a climax of the deepest emotional consequence in the middle section—I feel it is here that 

something is let go of—the final, long-harbored grieving is overcome. 

Variation XVI 

F-sharp major.  The theme is transformed.  Those familiar with Robert’s famous F-sharp minor piano sonata (dedicated to Clara) 

will recall its identical key transformation which stems from joy and boundless happiness; here Brahms gives an ending 

of hope—something, which, for all the personal tragedy of this set of variations, is deeply moving.  The music is peaceful, 

carrying the spirit of Schumann’s theme to a completely different world of release.  

These variations contain so much.  I feel they “hold the mirror up to nature,” in that they encapsulate the fragility of life and 

relationships—relationships which, even at their strongest, may be broken in pieces.  

 


